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ABSTRACT

Researchers in computer science and computer engineering devote a significant part of their efforts on communication and interaction between man and machine. Indeed, with the advent of multimedia and multimodal processing in real time, the computer is no longer considered only as a computational tool, but as a machine for processing, communication, collection and control. Many machines assist and support many activities in daily life. The main objective of this paper is to propose a new methodological solution by modeling an architecture that facilitates the work of multimodal system especially for a fission module. To realize such systems, we rely on ontology to integrate data semantically. Ontologies provide a structured vocabulary used as support for data representation. This paper provides a better understanding of the fission system and multimodal interaction. We present our architecture and the description of the detection of optimal modalities. This is done by using an ontological model that contains different applicable scenarios and describes the environment where a multimodal system exists.
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1. Introduction

The communication plays an important role in our daily life as it allows people to interact with each other as individuals or groups. In fact, humans have a sophisticated ability to communicate and exchange information that is due to the division of the language, as well to the common comprehension of the operation of the things and an implicit understanding of the daily situations.

Since many years, the researchers want to find solutions to share common understanding of the structure of information among people or the machines and to re-use this knowledge in order to allow the creation of intelligent machines or systems being understood by the users, perceiving his environment and reacting in ways to maximize the success rate of understanding and responding. Among these systems the multimodal systems that permit to combine in input and/or in output several modalities [1] dynamically (Figure 1).

These systems receive their input from sensors and gadgets (camera, microphone, etc.) and they interpret and understand these inputs [2-4]. This is known as fusion process. The resulting command is then executed in the output gadgets (fission process) (screen, speakers, projector etc.). This is known as fission process. Combining these modalities in the input/output is called multimodality [5,6].

A known example of these systems is the Bolt system “Put That There” [7], where the author used the gesture and speech to move objects.

These systems improve the recognition and the understanding of the environment command (user, robot, machine etc.) by the machine.

But understanding is only possible if these systems or these machines are equipped with a knowledge base. Knowledge includes all necessary components to achieve...
e the annotation of the data, such as it can be performed by experts in a particular field.

Several studies have focused on the improvement of intelligent systems and especially the creation of systems that enable semantic interoperability, which means the systems will not only exchange data with each other in a given format (e.g. the string “Canada”) but also must have the same meaning for both parties (a Country).

So the main goal is to find a way to present data so that the machines, the users, the applications can understand. The most adequate solution is ontology [8].

The ontology will have a good impact in multimodal systems and specially for fission module [9].

The fission module is a fundamental component of multimodal interactive system. It is mainly used at the output. Its role is to subdivide the requests/commands made by the user to elementary subtasks, then associate them to the appropriate modalities and to present them in the available output media [10]. The meaning of the command may vary according to the context, the task and the services. This paper is focused on the fission process. We propose a new methodological solution by modeling an architecture that facilitates the work of a fission module, by defining an ontology that contains different applicable scenarios and describes the environment where a multimodal system exists. The proposed architecture has three main characteristics:

- **Openness**: handling a large number of modalities that prevents the restriction in its application to specific domains.
- **Flexibility**: the use of ontology makes the description of an environment and its scenarios easier.
- **Consistency**: the description of the most potential objects and scenarios of the environment.

This paper discusses these characteristics by explaining the architectural design of the proposed solution.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 presents the problems related to the fission process and highlights the novelty of our work. Section 3 presents related researches. Sections 4 to 6 present the design of the architecture, the interaction context and the ontology which we will use to solve the problem “How to present fission rules and modality selection for multimodal systems?”. Sections 7 and 8 describe our proposed fission algorithm and a scenario respectively. Conclusion is presented in Section 9.

2. Problematic and a Proposed Solution

A system can be called multimodal, if it provides input or output combining multiple modalities, so that the resulting communicative system is more efficient.

In our work, we focus specifically on 1) the services connected to the output: multimodal fission and 2) the creation of multimodal interaction system.

The first challenge is: what are the required modules to build the architecture of a fission system? Here, we will specify, define and develop all necessary components of the system. We will also show how they communicate.

The second challenge is how to select the output modalities considering that the state of the environment is dynamic? Here we will use the interaction context [11] to resolve this problem.

The third challenge is how to subdivide a command to elementary subtasks? Here we will use a predefined pattern for all possible scenarios.

The forth challenge is how to select the appropriate and available modality (ies) for a given sub-task using predefined patterns that describe a modality (ies) selection.

The fifth challenge data modeling and how do we make it dynamic, flexible, easy to update and describe it easily? We will use ontology as a knowledge base.

The sixth challenge concerns validation of our proposed architecture (formalism)? We focus more closely on the design, specification, construction and evaluation of our fission architecture. We use the CPN-Tools (Colored Petri Net-Tools) to modulate and simulate our architecture.

To summarize, our goal is to develop a fission component for multimodal interaction. We also elaborate an efficient fission algorithm. To achieve our goal, we create a context sensitive architecture, able to manage multiple modules and modalities and automatically adapts to dynamic changes of the interaction context.

3. Related Work

The multimodal interaction is a regular characteristic for each activity and human communication, in which we speak, listen, watch, etc., alternately or simultaneously.

The objective of the research in multimodality is to develop a flexible system capable to manipulate many modalities. We assume that the environment has a rich collection of different media/modality components. The fission module is a crucial component of multimodal system. But most research in multimodal systems [12] focus more on the fusion than the fission. We can support our point by “There isn’t much research done on fission of output modalities because most application use few different output modalities therefore simple and direct output mechanism are often used” [13]. Also the allocation of output modalities was rather hard coded than based on intelligent system for the early multimodal system.

In general, the process of fission is the manner to segment the data which will be presented to the user depending on availability of modalities. For Foster, [14] multimodal fission is the process of realizing an abstract message throughput on some combination of the available channels [9].
According to [15] and [14], the fission process goes through three main stages: 1) Select and organize the content: this step consist of selecting and organizing the content that will be presented. 2) Modality (ies) selection: specifies the modalities that can display or present the command. 3) Coordination of outputs: Coordinate outputs for each channel in order to create a coherent presentation.

In [16], Rousseau et al. describe a conceptual modal (WWHT (What-Which-How-Then)) for the design of multimodal system and the presentation of information in the output. This model is based on concepts What, Which, How and Then: 1) what is the information to present? 2) Which modalities should be used to present this information? 3) How to present this information using these modalities? and 4) then how to handle the evolution of the resulting presentation?

In [17], Benoit et al. present a very simple multimodal fission system that detect the state of the driver. They capture information from sensors installed in the car and then they test if the values entered are in some specific intervals and through this test, the system will generate alerts.

We propose a new solution for the fission module through modeling patterns that deal with different modalities and different possible scenarios, and by creating a knowledge base that contains these patterns. The adoption of this solution will facilitate the work of a fission module by giving it the most meaningful combinations of data.

4. Architectural Design

In this section, we will describe our proposed architectural design. The architecture is composed of four main modules (Figure 2):

- Environment: involves the physical geographical location where the multimodal system exists.
- Modality (ies) Selection: the goal of this module is to select the adequate and available modality (ies) according to a specific context. This module is presented in Section 5.
- Fission: it is the most essential part of our architecture. This module permits to subdivide a command to elementary subtasks by finding the match with all patterns described in the ontology. These patterns are generally defined with two parts, namely, problem and solution. Therefore, we must define the problem and the solution so that we can talk about patterns.
- Subtasks-Modality (ies) Association: its purpose is to associate for each subtask generated by the fission module to the appropriate and available modality (ies). In this part, we also use patterns as predefined models that describe a modality (ies) selection. In our work, a modality pattern is composed of: 1) Problem composed of the components: Application, parameter, priority, combination, scenario and service and 2) Solution composed of the chosen modality. For more details concerning scenarios selection and modalities selection, the readers can refer to [18].
- Ontology: is the knowledge base that describes every detail in the environment, the modality patterns and the patterns of fission that occurred previously.

5. Interaction Context

In this work, a modality refers to the logical structure of man-machine interaction, specifically the mode by which data is presented in output as a result between a user and computer. Using natural language processing as basis for categorization, we classify output modalities into 3 different groups and for every group we present some media
devices that support these modalities [10]:

- **Vocal Output (VO)**—a sound is produced as data output: the user obtains the output by listening to it. For this modality, we can use different media such as speaker, headset and speech synthesis system.
- **Manual Output (MO)**—the data output is presented in such a way that the user would use his hands to grasp the meaning of the presented output. This modality is commonly used in interaction with visually-impaired users. For this modality we can use Braille, overlay keyboard.
- **Visual Output (VIO)**—data are produced and presented in a way that the user read them. For this modality we can use for instance as screen, printer, projector, TV.

A modality is appropriate to a given interaction context if it is found to be suitable by checking the parameters of the user context, the environmental context and the system context.

5.1. User Context

User handicap—it affects the user’s capacity to use a particular modality. We note four handicaps, namely Manual handicap, Muteness, Deafness, and Visual impairment.

User location—we differentiate between fixed/stationary locations, such as being at home or at work where user is in a controlled environment to that of a mobile location (on the go) where user generally has no control of what is going on in the environment.

5.2. Environmental Context

Noise level—the noise definitely affects our ability to use audio as data input or receiving audio data as output.

Brightness of workplace—The brightness or darkness of the place (i.e. to the point that it is hard to see things) also affects our ability to use manual input and modalities.

Darkness of workplace—The darkness of the place also affects our ability to use manual input and modalities.

5.3. System Context

The capacity and the type of the system that we use are factors that determine or limit the modalities that can be activated.

To recapitulate, a modality is considered adequate when it verifies all the parameters listed before. This is shown by a series of relationships given below:

These relationships are used in the simulation to select the appropriate modalities. For more details concerning selecting the suitable modalities, the reader can refer to [11,19,20].

6. Ontology

An ontology is the basis of the representation or the modeling of knowledge. This area is the brainchild of researchers representing various knowledge of today’s world. This knowledge will be used by machines to perform reasoning. This knowledge is expressed in the form of symbols to which we give a “semantic” (meaning).

Ontology is a “formal and explicit specification of a shared conceptualization” [21]:

- **Formal specification**: comprehensible by a machine.
- **Explicit specification**: the concepts, relations, functions, constraints, axioms are explicitly defined.
- **Conceptualization**: abstract model of a part of the world whom one wants to represent.

Within ontology, the terms are gathered in the form of semantic concepts (or classes) as shown in the example of Figure 4.

Ontology allows:

- To give a shared vocabulary to describe a field: for example (Figure 1) the Shape_2D concept represents the class of the shape 2D.
- To provide primitive typing classes and relations: Shape_2D is a subclass of Shape triangle is an authority of the Shape_2D concept.
- To reason: infer new facts from those we have already. It follows that triangle, in the previous example, is also an instance of concept Shape.

There exist several languages and tools to present ontology. Some of early languages are Ontolingua [22] and OKBC [23]. Recent ones, based on xml, include RDF [24], DAML + OIL [25] and OWL [26]. We can also find ontology development tools such as the server in university of Stanford Knowledge Systems Laboratory, Protegé [27], OilEd [28] and OntoEdit [29].

The purpose of ontology is to model a set of knowledge in a given field with a form usable by the machine. It provides a representative vocabulary for a given domain, a set of definitions and axioms that constrain the
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**Figure 4. Example of ontology for the shape.**
meaning of the terms of this vocabulary in a sufficient manner to allow a consistent interpretation of the data represented using this vocabulary. Ontology is used as a way to formalize information to obtain a knowledge base.

In this section we present the most essential of our ontology. It details the home context. This ontology can be upgraded to target other contexts such as hospitals, workplace, etc. Assuming that our system will helps or assists a user in the house.

In our case, we will use Protegé [30] to develop our ontology. It is a free tool and the most widely used ontology editor. An open-source, it was developed by the university Stanford. It has evolved since its first versions (Protected-2000) to integrate from 2003 the standards of the semantic Web and in particular OWL. It offers many optional components: reasoners, graphical interfaces.

The general view of our ontology is presented by Figure 5. It is composed of several classes:

- Environmental Context: It describes the state of the environment, such as determination of the noise level. It is understood that the use of the audio modality is affected by this information. If the noise level is high, the audio modality will be disabled. As we can see in our ontology (Figure 6) the vocal modality is only active when the noise level is average or low.
- Coordinates/Place: Used to locate various objects, places and people in the environment (Figure 7).
- User Context: It describes the location and status of the user. It identifies the user’s ability to use certain modalities. For example, the system disables the display modality if it detects that the user is visually impaired and disables the vocal modality if it detects that the user is in a library.
- Modality: It contains various modalities that can be used by the system to present a given subtask.
- Model: Contains a set of models that represent different combinations of events for different scenarios (user commands). This class will allow us to validate the meaning and the grammar of a command. Here, it presents the problem for a given pattern.

Pattern_Scenario: Contains all possible sub-tasks for
an order. It presents the solution for a given pattern.

Modality_Pattern: Allows us to select the appropriate modality for each subtask.

Event: It is the event that triggers the fission process. It presents our complex command. The following describes in details the most important class developed for our system.

6.1. Modality Class

As we can see in Figure 8, this class presents the different output modalities that we can use to present our data/information.

It composed of three main subclasses {Manual Modality, Vocal Modality, Visual Modality} and every subclass has the adequate medias.

6.2. Event Class

This class presents the classes that can form a command (Figure 9), it presents the possible combination of classes to form a command:

1) Action: it presents the verbs that the command can contain (vocabulary). We divided it on three categories:
   Class Action= \{Action For Location, Action For Person, Action For Object\}
   a) Action for Location: it presents the verbs that refer to places. Here some of these verbs:
      Class Action For Location= \{locate, search, check, come, find, ...\}
   b) Action for Person: it presents the verbs for persons. For instance:
      Class Action For Person = \{replay, call, walk, demand, answer, ask, bring, help, ...\}
   c) Action for Object: these are verbs that act on objects. It has been divided in tow classes to allow us to manage the meaning of a command, for example "move the wall" should be rejected.
      Class Action For Object= \{Action For Movable Object, Action For Non Movable Object\}
   d) Action for Movable Object: represents the verbs for objects that can be moved.
      Class Action For Movable Object= \{drag, keep, take, cut, give, move, ...\}
   e) Action for Non Movable Object: represents the verbs for objects that can be moved.
      Class Action For Non Movable Object= \{lock, clean, unlock, close, open\}

2) Location: it presents different locations that we can find in a command. We subdivided it in three categories:
   Class Location= \{Indoor, Outdoor, Intended Location\}
   a) Indoor: we defined locations within the house, such as:
      Class Indoor= \{dinnerroom, bathroom, livingroom, corner, bedroom, kitchen\}
   b) Outdoor: we defined the locations outside of the house.
      Class Outdoor= \{backyard, road\}
   c) Intended Location: presents the prefix for locations. These permit to precise the position of an object. For example “put the pen inside the box.”
      Here some these prefix:
      Class Intended Location= \{after, outside, to, under, right, behind, on, before, inside\}

3) Object: it presents the different objects that we can use.
   a) Average Object: it presents the average objects in the environment, such as
      Class Average Object= \{microwave, box, desk, computer, chair, television, table,...\}
b) Electronic Object: it presents the electronic objects. For instance:
   Class Electronic Object={television, dvdplayer, microwave, ...}

c) Heavy Object: it presents the heavy objects. For example:
   Class Heavy Object={oven, sofa, closet, window, refrigerator, ...}
d) Food: it presents the foods. For example:
   Class Food=chicken, cheese, sugar, banana, fish, carrot, orange, bread, meat, apple, ...}
e) Liquid: it presents the liquid for example:
   Class Liquid={café, jus, thee, soda, water, milk, ...}
f) Movable Object: it presents the movable objects, such as:
   Class Movable Object={bed, sofa, oven, closet, ...}
g) Non Movable Object: it presents the non-movable objects, for example:
   Class Non Movable Object={door, wall, window, ...}
h) Object for Food: it presents the objects for food, for example:
   Class Object For Food={plate, glass, fork, knife, spoon, ...}
i) Object for Liquid: it presents the objects for liquid, such as:
   Class Object For Liquid={bottle, cup, ...}
j) Small Object: it presents the small objects. For example:
   Class Small Object={watch, pants, tshirt, flower, glass, mobile, ball, paper, ...}

4) Person: it presents the relations between persons. For instance:
   Class Person={uncle, son, friend, niece, brother, daughter, mother, cousin, ...}

6.3. Grammar Model

This class will allow us to validate the meaning and the grammar of a command, we have defined several models. Each model includes two/several subclasses of the class “Event” in a predetermined order. For example **Figure 10**.

- Model 01 is composed of four subclasses: Action for Movable Object, Small Object, Intended Location and Average Object. These subclasses are defined in the model in a predefined order as seen in **Figure 10**.

![Figure 10. Example of a model.](image)

- Movable Object
  - Action For Movable Object has Next
  - Small Object has Next Intended Location
  - has Next Average Object

An example of this model: “Put the pen on the table”. In this case:

- Action For Movable Object=Put
- Small Object=pen
- Intended Location=On
- Average Object=Table

In the following, we show some other models we have modeled:

- Model 02:
  - Action For Movable Object has Next
  - Movable Object has Next Intended Location

  For example “Put the chair behind the wall”.

- Model 03:
  - Action For Movable Object has Next
  - Movable Object has Next Intended Location
  - has Next Non Movable Object

  For example “Drop the cup”.

- Model 04:
  - Action For Movable Object has Next
  - Movable Object has Next Intended Location
  - has Next Non Movable Object

  For instance “give the pen to my father”.

- Model 05:
  - Action For Movable Object has Next
  - Movable Object has Next Intended Location
  - has Next Non Movable Object

  For instance “close the door of the kitchen”. These models enable us to process a large variety and complex commands.
6.4. Fission Patterns Class

This class describes the different scenarios. These scenarios saved in patterns form which are mainly composed of two parts problem and solution, as detailed in [18]. Figure 11 shows an example of pattern.

As we can see class (pattern 1) has two subclasses (Problem, Solution):
- Has Pattern Pro1 (yellow Arrow) class Pattern_P 01 with parameters {Bring, Model 01 (as shown in Figure 10)}.
- Has Pattern Sol1 (orange Arrow) class Pattern_S 01 with parameters {1-move to the destination context, 2-move to the object, 3-take the object, 4-move to the position, 5-depose the object”}.

6.5. Modality Pattern Class

Here we present the class of Modality_Pattern (Figure 12). That permits, to select the adequate modalities for a given subtask. As we mention in the previous section, this pattern is quite similar than Fission Pattern.

Figure 12 shows an example of Modality_Pattern, the class Modality_Pattern1 is composed of two subclasses:

\[
P_{\text{Mod Prob1}} \text{(Problem)} = \left\{ \text{subclass} = \{\text{move to position}\}, \right. \\
\left. \text{combination} = \{\text{serial, parallel}\}, \right. \\
\left. \text{Application} = \{\text{Robot}\} \right\}
\]

\[
P_{\text{Mod Sol1}} \text{(Solution)} = \{\text{manual, visual, vocal, mobility mechanism}\}
\]

7. Fission Algorithm

In general, the fission rule is simple: if a complex command (CC) is presented, then a set of sub-tasks with the modalities (and its parameters) are suitable deducted. Multimodal fission can be represented by the function:

\[
f : F \rightarrow E \times K
\]

\[\forall cc \in F, \exists STi \in K and MOj \in E,
\]

\[
f (ST_i, MO_j) = cc
\]

With: \(i \in [1 \cdots n] \text{ and } etj \in [1 \cdots m]\)

\[
f : CC = \sum_{i=1}^{n} ST_i \left\{ \left\{ \bigcup_{j=1}^{m} MO_j \right\} , \left\{ \bigcap_{j=1}^{m} MO_j \right\} \right\} \tag{1}
\]
with: $ST_i = \text{sub-task } i; \ MO_j = \text{output modality } i; \ CC = \text{complex command}. \ l \ and \ k \ are \ different \ from \ m \ and \ n \ because \ it \ depends \ on \ the \ sub-tasks. \ For \ example, \ for \ some \ sub-task \ we \ will \ use \ just \ two \ terms \ even \ if \ we \ have \ three \ modalities \ available. \n
In Equation (1), the symbol $\cup$ indicates that we can use either one or several modalities to present a sub-task. For example, if we present a text to the user, we use audio or display. The symbol $\cap$ indicates that we use the available modalities together to present a sub-task.

**Figure 13** describes the steps involved in the fission process. In this diagram, n numbers of commands serve as an input to the system. The steps undertaken are as follows:

- **Step-1:** the system extracts every word from the command.
- **Step-2:** for every word, the vocabulary stored in the Vocabontology is checked.
- **Step-3:** from each $\text{word}_i$, is extracted $\text{vocab}_i$ and is concatenated in the same order as in the original command. The model of the command is therefore obtained.
- **Step-4:** a query is sent to the ontology Grammar Model to look if the model is in the ontology.
- **Step-5:** if the model is found, we proceed with step 7 otherwise we proceed with step 6.
- **Step-6:** the command is not valid and a feedback is sent to the user.
- **Step-7:** a query is sent to find matching pattern fission from predefined patterns stored in the Pattern Fission ontology.
- **Step-8:** if no matching pattern is found, a feedback is sent to the user.
- **Step-9:** for every subtask we associate the adequate and the available modality (ies). This is done by sending a query to find the matching pattern modality.

This algorithm is divided in two parts: the purpose of the first part (**Figure 14**) is to check if the command is valid. The second part concerns the fission process (**Figure 15**).

The inputs of the fission algorithm are the command $CC$ and the model created with concatenation of all $\text{vocab}_i$ of the command (**Figure 15**).

We create the pattern problem; composed of the {model and the action verb of the command}; and then we search the matching of the pattern problem in the ontology (get Pattern Solution (pattern-problem)).

If a solution is found, subtasks are created and for each one, the appropriate modality (ies) is determined (get Subtasks Modalities (subtask)).

If we find a similar matching (Part Matching Model (pattern-problem)), we try to find the missing subtask (create Subtasks Missing ()) and we send feedback to the user.

We will follow these steps for our simulation in the next section.

**8. Application Scenario and Simulation**

To understand the mechanism of fission we will demonstrate a simulation of a scenario.

In this scenario, we assume that in our multimodal system, a robot moves an object from its initial position to another location. For instance “Bring me the cup”. 
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We first model and simulate the architecture defined in Figure 3. The steps of each strategy are modeled using the colored Petri Net [31] formalism and simulated using the CPN Tools [32].

Figure 15 shows the general view of the architecture. It is composed mainly by 8 modules:

- **Generator:** this module generates events as random numbers to select a command in the place “command”. As shown in Figure 16, the system processes the command “Bring me the cup”.
- **T_Parser:** this module decomposes the command into words.
- **T_Fission:** its role is to divide the command into elementary subtasks.
- **T_Grammar:** permits to verify the meaning and the grammar of the command.
- **Modality(ies) Selection:** this module allows to select the available modalities depending on the state of the environment.
- **T_Subtask-Modality Association:** as its name indicates, it associates for each subtask the appropriate modality (ies).
- **Ontology:** it is a container that stores the patterns as ontology concepts, the models and the vocabulary.

The diagram in Figure 17 demonstrates a Petri net showing the parser processing. As we can see, this module has as an input, the command of type string and the output a list of words. In transition “T_Parser”, the system creates a list of all the words in the command and then the transition “Add indication end of command” adds an indication at the end of the command to differentiate it with other commands.

The diagram in Figure 18 show the grammar module reacts with the ontology to verify the validity of the command. This module has as the first input a list of strings obtained from the parser and the second input, is a set of two elements of type string and Boolean, obtained from the ontology. The string type refers to the model of the command found in the ontology and the Boolean one determines if the command is valid or not.

We also obtain two outputs: the first one is a feedback module to prevent the user in case of an invalid command. The second output is connected to the fission module when the command is valid.

As we can see, the system receives the list of words of the command and sends them, one by one, to the ontology (transition “send word”) by checking the length of the list and the number of the words that are already sent (places “com” and “command length”).

When this module receives the answer from the ontology (place “Model of command”), it verifies the value of the Boolean element “model(gram)”: 1) if true: sends the model “concatGramF” to the fission module (place “to Fission”) otherwise 2) sends to the feedback module (place “to feedback”).

The diagram in Figure 19 is a continuation of Figure 18. This module sends the words to “ontology_Vocab” and then concatenates the vocab for every word to create the model of the command. As we can see in the place “word from grammar”, we check the equivalence of vocabulary of all the words of the command.

Figure 20 shows the steps to get the vocab of every word. All the vocabularies are stored in the place “vocab”. The system searches for every word the equivalent vocab, and sends the result. As we can see in Figure 20, the result sent for “Bring” is “AFMO”.

After the model of the command is created, the system sends the model of the command to the ontology to look if this model exists in the ontology (Figure 21). The model of the example “Bring me the cup” is “AFMO P MO”. In the place “Model Test” we can see the result of searching (“AFMO P MO”, true). The command is therefore verified grammatically and has a correct meaning.

After the verification is done, the fission process begins. The fission module sends a query to the ontology to find the matching pattern stored in the ontology. As we can see in Figure 22, in the place “pattern”, the parameters of pattern problem are “model P” and “action P”. These parameters are compared with the parameters of command “(query Pat A, query Pat M)” to find the matching pattern. The solution pattern is “supList”.

The result of our command is [”1-move to the destination context”, “2-move to the object”, “3-take the object”, “4-move to the position”, “5-depose the object”] as shown in Figure 22. This result represents the subtasks for our command. Adding the first subtasks “move to the destination context” will allow as managing orders for other contexts position. For our example the destination context is “kitchen” since the cup is usually in the kitchen.
Figure 16. General view of our architecture.

Figure 17. Parser processing.
Figure 18. Grammar.

Figure 19. Ontology-processing.
Figure 20. Vocabulary processing.

Figure 21. Model processing.
After we get the subtasks, the fission module send the results to the T_Subtasks-Modality association. Selection of the available modality (ies) is performed according to state of the environment.

Figure 23 shows the process of selection of modality (ies). There are three types of modalities: “audio”, “visual” and “manual”. The system starts getting the information from the sensors in the environment, in Figure 23 we simulate it by the places:

- “environmental context for light” is set to a value from 1 to 10.
- “environmental context for noise” is set to a value from 1 to 10.
- “Manual Modality”.

The system chooses randomly the value of noise and the brightness in the environment. If the noise is under 5 we activate the audio modality (ies) otherwise we disable it (Transition: “audio Contexts Checking”) and if the location of the user is for example in the library, we deactivate the audio automatically (place “User location”). If the user is mute or deaf, the audio modality is deactivated (place “User Profile”). If the light is higher than 5, we activate the visual modality (ies), otherwise we disable it (transition: “Visual context test”).

In our case, we can see that the only activated modality is (“visual”, “”, “”). This is performed by checking all the active modalities by the transition “context verification”.

Figure 24 shows the final processing of our simulation: modality (ies) and subtasks associations. This module receives as an input, the list of subtasks presented by the place “list Subtasks” and the list of modalities presented by the place “List Modalities”.

In our case, the first input is the first subtask “move to the destination context” and the second input is (“visual”, “”, “”).

Figure 25 is the continuation of Figure 24 showing the result of the association of modalities. For the first subtask, the result is (“1-move to the destination context”, [“mobility mechanism”, “TV (on)”, “printer (on)”]) since the system detects only visual modality, it can show the track on TV and printer as they are ON and the system will use “mobility mechanism” as services related to the output modalities to move.

9. Conclusions

The role of ontologies is to improve the communication between human, but also between human and machines and finally between machines.

In this paper we demonstrate the reasons of the use of ontology such as sharing common understanding of the structure of information, enabling reuse of domain knowledge and making domain assumptions explicit. And we present our ontology to solve our problems that consist to model our data, make it dynamic, flexible and easy to update.

We presented architecture to identify different modalities of output and split data on these modalities using patterns stored in the knowledge base.

The architecture was modeled using colored Petri net formalism and simulated with the CPN-Tools.
Figure 23. Modality (ies) selection process.
There are many fields where improvements of the human-system interaction are open to exploration. In fact, a system which is able to take advantage of the environment can improve interaction. This can reach an extent at which the system (robot/machine) is able to use human beings’ natural language. We believe that this work contributes to the advancement of fission research in the field of multimodal human-machine interaction.

This system provides a good level of autonomy and a good capacity for decision-making, which can be an effective way to help or assist user and especially in inaccessible places, or considered as a danger to humans.
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Abbreviations and Acronyms

CPN-tools = colored petri net-tools
ST = sub-task
CC = complex command
VO = Vocal Output
MO = Manual Output

VIO = Visual Output
P = Person
NMO = No Movable Object
IL = Intended Location
LO = Location
AFNMO = Action for no movable object